
My project is loosly based off the story of bonnie and clyde. 
following the narrative of a women on the run living out of a 
suitcase, combining elements of 1800’s undergarments and 
1930’s menswear tailoring layered to give an effortless feel. 
the core of this stemed from the overall concept of escapism 
that many of us craved during the lockdowns.
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Inspired by the shape and voloume from this 1800’s shirt, similar to my source piece.
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Draping inspired by Bonnie’s wrap coat and clydes blazer 



1930’s Edwardian blouse was my source piece

Inspired by the volume in the nightgowns and theway 
they are pulling up the hemto reveal stockings.
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LOOK 6 inspired by 1930’s shillouhettes 
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An oversized menswear shirt wrapped to fit the feminine body emphasising the 
contrast of menswear and femininity.



Button width on placket: 
3.5cm

length of straps: half a metre each
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sleeve length:46cm

cuff length: 11cm

cuff placket length:6.5cm

Button width apart: 3.5cm

25” WAIST

Fold over 15cm dowm from top 

silk skirt will be doubled sided through being bagged out. the front panel 
andls will both be interfaced with jersey light weight inter faceing.

skirt length CB to hem:101cm

Gather through hand stitching from notches marked 
on pattern making sure the bottom of the skirt is 
straight then apply lightweight jersey interfacing.

buttonholes to be 1.3cm long

from cb neck point to hem of 
shirt:36.5cm
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The lining will use my print to create a descrete detail 
that will only be seen when the garment is in motion.
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full belt length: 356cm
0.5 from edge top stitch 
throughout belt

collar break point to tip:33cm
0.5cm from edge top stich arounf collar 

156cm from collar cb to bottom hem

full back view;

full front view:

80cm vent in centre back hem

all seams and front facings  
will be binded with a 2cm bias 
tape

turn up hem 4 inches and in the vent 
created a mited coner

80cm from side neck 
point to bottom 
raglan sleeve
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Using vintage lace handerchiefs to create the feeling of mending  on a 

delicate dress, placed to empasis the feminine figure.
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waistband attatches 6cm past CF

31” waistband

pleat in back: 2” wide

shirt must be bagged out on body panels before 
attatching the plackets to give a clean edge.

attach strings 44cm down from shoulder 
oint in seam.
strings should be 1cm wide and 76cm 
long

79cm from CB neckpoint to hem

the trousers will be bound with 1cm 
bias tape, open seam style.

inseam: 69cm

1.3cm buttons place 4.5cm apart down 
CF placket.

40cm neck 

hem turn up:10.5cm

CF to hem: 68cm

shoulder point to side: 17cm

side of waist bend to hem: 113cm
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All parts of hat are bagged put apart from the 
headband.

6.5cm under circlwidth

All seams must be topstitched 0.5cm away from joining seam.
inner band 4.5cm then fold and top stitchBonnie & Claudia

top view:

Under view:

front view:

across hat: 25cm
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short side of bra:9cm

The main foundation of the bra will be bagged out then 
hand stitched to secure layers together before at-
tatching top layer.

42cm add to create gathering add 60% more fabric 

invisable 9”zipper in seam left side

Hem will be pressed up 6cm then mited at the 
coners, all the inside seams will be bound 
with open seams.12cm vent in 

seam to hem

Full length of trouser from waistband to hem left 
side: 
right side:101cm

straps length :76cm

width of bra:42cm

top panel length: 15cm

basic foundation of the bra top, hand stitch and ruche fabric 
across then top stitch bust line.

Side bra length:12cm
top sheer layer: 17cm

Side bra length:12cm
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